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Sustainable Development Goal 4: Quality Education

 To Realize Teaching Innovation and 
Elevate Teaching Quality

 The new innovation and entrepreneurship 
courses are offered combined with the 
principle of creative thinking and practice. The 
courses are problem-oriented, aiming to 
strengthen study and practice, enhance 
students’ professional ability, hands-on 
capacity and teamwork competency, thus 
cultivating the problem-solving talents. One 
hundred and fifty-five courses were offered in 
2022, with a total of 9,066 students involved.

 Teachers are encouraged to participate in the 
Teaching Practice Research Program. Full-time 
teaching teachers would be exempted from 2 
hours of teaching per case for leading the 
Teaching Practice Research Program of the 
Ministry of Education. In 2022, there were 21 
applications for the Teaching Practice Research 
Program, among which, 14 were approved, 
with an average passing rate of 66.67%.
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 To Develop School Characteristics
 In 2022, the average PR value of each NIU 

teacher in the number of authorized patents 
and new varieties, the amount of derivative 
use of intellectual property rights, the 
number of papers published in professional 
journals, and the number of seminar papers 
was more than 75. NIU undertook the 
industry-university cooperation programs of 
more than NT$ 230 million funded by 
various units.

 The World’s Top 2% Scientists 2020 list was 
released by Professor John P. A. Ioannidis 
team of Stanford University and Elsevier 
Mendeley Data. In 2022, a total of 13 
professors from NIU were ranked among the 
world’s top 2% scientists.
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 To Raise Accessibility of Higher 
Education

 NIU assists students who are with economic 
hardships or culturally deprived by 
providing interview aids and raising the 
enrollment quota, helping them to better 
understand the university and provide 
academic as well as living counseling. In 
addition, NIU makes the student recruitment 
specialized, improve faculty structure and 
conduct the research on school affairs. The 
number of students who are economically or 
culturally disadvantaged has been increased 
to 23.45% for the 2022 academic year.

 Promote the NIU Grant_Get Ready for Flight 
Program (annual subsidy of approximately 
NT$40,000 for each student from low-
income families) and solicit external 
resources to provide students with the 
support they need so that they can focus on 
study, pursue their dreams boldly as well as 
change their future life.
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▲ 烘焙食品丙級檢定社群活動 ▲ 「2022宜！蘭新創力競賽」決賽

▲ 2022生物資源學院壁報論
文競賽大學生組特優獎

▲ 蘭陽采風課程介紹老街特色

▲學生團隊「您好，藻安」 ▲與部落社區合辦活動
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